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ABSTRACT

Reinforcement Learning from Human Feedback (RLHF) has shown potential in
qualitative tasks where clear objectives are lacking. However, its effectiveness
is not fully realized when it is conceptualized merely as a tool to optimize aver-
age human preferences, especially in generative tasks that demand diverse model
responses. Meanwhile, Quality Diversity (QD) algorithms excel at identifying di-
verse and high-quality solutions but often rely on manually crafted diversity met-
rics. This paper introduces Quality Diversity through Human Feedback (QDHF), a
novel approach integrating human feedback into the QD framework. QDHF infers
diversity metrics from human judgments of similarity among solutions, thereby
enhancing the applicability and effectiveness of QD algorithms. Our empirical
studies show that QDHF significantly outperforms state-of-the-art methods in au-
tomatic diversity discovery and matches the efficacy of using manually crafted
metrics for QD on standard benchmarks in robotics and reinforcement learning.
Notably, in a latent space illumination task, QDHF substantially enhances the di-
versity in images generated by a diffusion model and was more favorably received
in user studies. We conclude by analyzing QDHF’s scalability and the quality of
its derived diversity metrics, emphasizing its potential to improve exploration and
diversity in complex, open-ended optimization tasks. Source code is available on
GitHub: https://github.com/ld-ing/qdhf.

1 INTRODUCTION

Foundation models such as large language models (LLMs) and text-to-image generation models in
effect compress vast archives of human culture into powerful and flexible tools, serving as a foun-
dation for diverse down-stream applications (Brown et al., 2020; Bommasani et al., 2021). Their
promise includes helping individuals better meet their diverse goals, such as exploring their creativ-
ity in different modalities and coming up with novel solutions. One mechanism to build upon such
foundational knowledge is reinforcement learning from human feedback (RLHF, Christiano et al.
(2017)), which can make models both easier to use (by aligning them to human instructions), and
more competent (by improving their capabilities based on human preferences).

RLHF is a relatively new paradigm, and deployments of it often follow a relatively narrow recipe
as maximizing a learned reward model of averaged human preferences over model responses. This
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work aims to broaden that recipe to include optimizing for interesting diversity among responses,
which is of practical importance for many creative applications such as generative text-to-image
models (Rombach et al., 2022), and may have the potential to further improve complex and open-
ended learning tasks (through improved exploration), personalization (to serve individual rather
than average human preference), and fairness (to embrace diversity and counter-balance algorithmic
biases in gender, ethnicity and more).

Diversity encourages exploration, which is essential for finding novel and effective solutions to com-
plex problems. Without diversity, optimization algorithms might converge prematurely to subopti-
mal solutions, resulting in getting stuck in local optima or producing only a limited set of responses
(i.e., mode collapse). The diversity aspect is especially substantial in quality diversity (QD) algo-
rithms (Pugh et al., 2016; Cully et al., 2015; Lehman & Stanley, 2011b; Mouret & Clune, 2015),
where diversity metrics are explicitly utilized to encourage and maintain the variation of solutions
during optimization.

The main idea is to derive distinct representations of what humans find interestingly different, and
incorporate this procedure in diversity-driven optimization algorithms. We introduce a new concept,
Quality Diversity through Human Feedback (QDHF), which empowers QD algorithms with diver-
sity metrics actively learned from human feedback during optimization. To illustrate this concept,
we propose an implementation of QDHF capable of formulating arbitrary diversity metrics using la-
tent space projection, and aligning them with human feedback through contrastive learning (Hadsell
et al., 2006; Dosovitskiy et al., 2014).

Our work is inspired by the considerable benefits that the learned reward models have unlocked
for RLHF. Analogous to reward functions, diversity metrics are often found qualitative, complex,
and challenging to exhaustively specify. While existing QD algorithms demonstrate proficiency in
addressing complex search and generative tasks due to their inherent explorative capabilities, their
reliance on manually crafted diversity metrics restricts their applicability in real-world open-ended
tasks. QDHF aims to bridge this gap, allowing QD algorithms to easily adapt to more challenging
tasks by actively learning diversity metrics through iterative exploration and human feedback.

In summary, the main contributions of this work are: 1) Introducing QDHF and its implementa-
tion leveraging latent projection and contrastive learning. 2) Demonstrating that QDHF mirrors the
search capabilities inherent in QD algorithms with manually crafted diversity metrics and outper-
forms comparable methods that employ automated diversity detection in benchmark robotics QD
tasks. 3) Implementing QDHF in the latent space illumination (LSI) task for image generation,
demonstrating its capability in producing diverse, high-quality images utilizing human feedback. 4)
Providing an analysis on QDHF’s sample efficiency and the quality of its learned diversity metrics.

2 PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we cover the basic and most relevant aspects of quality diversity (QD) algo-
rithms (Mouret & Clune, 2015; Cully et al., 2015; Pugh et al., 2016; Lehman & Stanley, 2011b),
and refer the readers Appendix A for more detailed descriptions.

2.1 QUALITY DIVERSITY

QD algorithms effectively explore the search space by maintaining diverse high-quality solutions
and using them to drive optimization. Mathematically, given a solution space X , QD considers an
objective function J : X → R and k diversity metrics Mi : X → R, i = 1, 2, · · · , k. The diversity
metrics jointly form a measurement space M(X ), which quantifies the diversity of samples. For
each unique measurement in M(X ), the global objective J∗ of QD is to find a solution x ∈ X that
has a maximum J(x) among all solutions with the same diversity measurement.

Considering that the measurement space M(X ) is usually continuous, a QD algorithm will ulti-
mately need to find and store an infinite number of solutions corresponding to each location in the
measurement space. One common way to mitigate this is to discretize M(X ) into an archive of s
cells {C1, C2, · · · , Cs}, which was introduced in MAP-Elites (Mouret & Clune, 2015; Cully et al.,
2015) and has been widely adopted in its variants. The QD objective is thus approximated by re-
laxing the global objective to finding a set of solutions {xi}, i ∈ {1, ..., s}, and each xi is the best
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solution for one unique cell Ci. This (approximated) J∗ can be thus formulated as:

J∗ =

s∑
i=1

max
x∈X ,M(x)∈Ci

J(x). (1)

2.2 QUALITY DIVERSITY WITHOUT PREDEFINED DIVERSITY METRICS

Diversity maintenance in QD algorithms usually relies on manually designed diversity metrics to
ensure a varied solution archive. However, such a requirement restricts the applicability of QD in
more complex and open-ended domains, where the notion of diversity is likely to be abstract and
qualitative. To address this, the concept of QD with automatic discovery of diversity has become
popular in recent studies. Instead of using pre-defined diversity metrics, Cully (2019); Meyerson
et al. (2016); Grillotti & Cully (2022) proposed AURORA, which utilizes unsupervised dimension
reduction techniques to learn diversity metrics directly from the data.

However, one problem with these unsupervised methods is that the derived diversity metrics tend
to capture the overall variance in the existing data, which may not align well with the diversity re-
quired for obtaining novel and superior solutions, making these methods uncapable in solving com-
plex problems. As inspired by recent work in RLHF (Christiano et al., 2017) where reward models
learned from human feedback are used to solve abstract and complicated optimization problems, we
raise two central research questions: Can human feedback be employed to derive appropriate diver-
sity metrics for QD that benefit optimization? And how does this approach compare to unsupervised
or manually crafted metrics in terms of diversity maintenance and effectiveness of search?

To address these questions, we introduce a new paradigm of quality diversity through human feed-
back (QDHF), where the diversity metrics are learned from human judgment on similarity of the
data. Using human feedback is not only more flexible than manually designing a diversity metric,
but it also caters to more abstract and complex domains where defining a numeric metric of diversity
is challenging. In general, QDHF endeavors to optimize for diverse solutions by leveraging diver-
sity metrics that align with human intuition. In the following section, we introduce a specific way of
implementing QDHF through latent space projection and contrastive learning.

3 METHODS

In this section, we first introduce our formulation of arbitrary diversity metrics from a general mod-
eling perspective using latent space projection, then describe how to align such metrics with hu-
man feedback through contrastive learning. Finally, we propose a quality diversity through human
feedback (QDHF) framework that leverages human judgment for quality diversity algorithms as a
semi-supervised optimization method.

3.1 DIVERSITY CHARACTERIZATION THROUGH LATENT PROJECTION

Recent work (Cully, 2019; Meyerson et al., 2016; Grillotti & Cully, 2022) has shown that un-
supervised dimensionality reduction algorithms such as principal component analysis (PCA) and
auto-encoder (AE) can be utilized to automatically learn robot behavioral descriptors based on raw
sensory data. In our framework, we first introduce a general concept of diversity characterization.
Given data that contains information of diversity, we implement a latent projection, transforming it
into a semantically meaningful latent space. More specifically, given an input vector x, we first (op-
tionally) employ a feature extractor f : X → Y where X denotes the input space and Y the feature
space. Post extraction, a projection function parameterized with θ, denoted as Dr(y, θ) : Y → Z , is
applied to project the feature vector y into a more compact latent representation:

z = Dr(y, θ),where y = f(x). (2)

In this context, Z represents the latent space, wherein each axis or dimension corresponds to a di-
versity metric derived from the data. The magnitude and direction along these axes capture nuanced
characteristics of the original data, offering a compact yet informative representation of x. For ex-
ample, on a single axis, smaller and larger values typically indicate variations in certain diversity
characteristics. In this work, we apply linear projection for dimensionality reduction, where the
parameters are learned through a contrastive learning process described in the following subsection.
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3.2 ALIGNING DIVERSITY METRICS WITH HUMAN PREFERENCES

While classic unsupervised dimensionality reduction methods capture significant data variances, the
resulting latent representations may not consistently offer meaningful semantics for optimization.
Recognizing this shortcoming, QDHF effectively aligns the diversity latent space with human no-
tions of diversity by adopting contrastive learning Chopra et al. (2005); Schroff et al. (2015).

Contrastive learning. Recent work Radford et al. (2021); Chen et al. (2020); He et al. (2020);
Tian et al. (2020) has explored using contrastive learning as a type of self-supervised representa-
tion learning strategy for images and natural language, and has demonstrated success of using it in
modeling human preferences for RLHF (Christiano et al., 2017) and image perceptual similarity (Fu
et al., 2023). Our framework takes a similar approach. Given a triplet of latent embeddings z1, z2,
and z3 and suppose that the human input indicates that z1 is more similar to z2 rather than z3, our
intention is to optimize the spatial relations of z1 and z2 in the latent space relative to z3. We use a
triplet loss mechanism, i.e., to minimize the distance between z1 and z2 while maximize between z1
and z3 via a hinge loss. This objective can be formalized as:

L(z1, z2, z3) = max(0,m+D(z1, z2)−D(z1, z3)) (3)

where D(·, ·) represents a distance metric in the embedding space, and m acts as a predetermined
margin. Through this approach, the learned latent projections are aligned with both the inherent
structure of the data and human notions of similarity.

Human judgement on similarity. To accommodate our design of contrastive learning, we use
the Two Alternative Forced Choice (2AFC) mechanism (Zhang et al., 2018; Fu et al., 2023) to
obtain human judgments on input triplets. When presented with a triplet {x1, x2, x3}, an evaluator
is prompted to discern whether x2 or x3 is more similar to the reference, x1. Importantly, this
mechanism works not only with human judgment, but also with judgment produced by heuristics
and other AI systems, meaning that our framework remains universally applicable across different
feedback modalities.

3.3 QUALITY DIVERSITY THROUGH HUMAN FEEDBACK

Based on the QDHF concept introduced in Sec. 2.2, we propose an implementation of QDHF
through latent space projection and contrastive learning with human judgments.

Objective. In QDHF, the diversity metrics Mhf,i : X → R are derived from human feedback on
the similarity of solutions. Given a solution x ∈ X , we define Mhf,i(x) = z where z ∈ Z is the
latent representation defined in Eq. 2. The latent space Z is used as the measurement space Mhf(X ),
where each dimension i in Z corresponds to a diversity metric Mhf,i. We can now specialize Eq. 1
for the objective of QDHF, J∗

hf, which is formulated as:

J∗
hf =

s∑
i=1

max
x∈X ,z∈Ci

J(x) (4)

where z = Dr(f(x), θ) (Eq. 2). To effectively learn the parameters θ in latent projection, we utilize
the contrastive learning mechanism (Eq. 3).

Training strategy. One essential component in the QDHF framework is the effective collection
and utilization of human feedback. A straightforward strategy is to initially sample randomly gen-
erated solutions, then collect human judgment on the similarity of these samples, and finally train
the diversity representations. These representations can then be used as diversity metrics for QD
algorithms in a standard way. We term this approach ‘QDHF-baseline’, which serves as a baseline
method that utilizes human feedback in QD optimization.

A potential drawback, however, of this baseline approach is that, for complex problems, the ran-
domly generated solutions are often low-quality. As optimization proceeds, higher-quality solutions
are found more frequently, but the diversity representations may not well-reflect the diversity be-
tween those. We propose a progressive training strategy for QDHF, which uses an active learning
strategy such that the latent projection is initially trained with randomly sampled human judgment
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data, but also fine-tuned throughout the QD process. As QD continually adds new solutions to its
archive, we select samples from this evolving archive to gather human judgments on their similarity.
This online feedback is then used to iteratively fine-tune the latent projection. Subsequently, the
QD algorithm is re-initialized with current solutions but integrated with updated diversity represen-
tations. This method ensures that the diversity representations remain relevant and reflective of the
improved quality of solutions as optimization advances.

The frequency of fine-tuning decreases exponentially over time as the learned metrics become more
robust. In our experiments, the latent projection is updated 4 times at iteration 1, 10% · n, 25% · n,
and 50% · n for a total of n iterations. To fairly compare with QDHF-offline, each update consumes
1/4 of the total budget of human feedback.

4 EXPERIMENTS

4.1 TASKS

We describe our experimental setup across three benchmark tasks in the scope of robotics, RL, and
computer vision. For all experiments, we use MAP-Elites (Mouret & Clune, 2015) as the basic QD
algorithm. More specific implementation details can be found in Appendix B.

Robotic arm. We use the robotic arm domain derived from (Cully et al., 2015; Vassiliades &
Mouret, 2018). The primary goal is to identify an inverse kinematics solution for each accessible
position of the endpoint of a planar robotic arm equipped with revolute joints. The objective function
is to minimize the variance of the joint angles. Correspondingly, a common way of measuring
diversity is to record the endpoint’s positions in a 2D space. These metrics are computed using the
forward kinematics of the planar arm, as detailed in Murray et al. (2017).

Maze navigation. Kheperax (Grillotti & Cully, 2023) is a recently developed benchmark environ-
ment for conventional QD and QD-RL algorithms, which features a maze navigation task originally
proposed in Mouret & Doncieux (2012). The goal of the task is to discover a collection of neural
network policy controllers that facilitate the navigation of a robot across varying positions in a maze.
A Khepera-like robot is used as the agent in this environment, which is equipped with laser sensors
positioned at the robot’s facing directions for computing the distance. The maze is designed to be
deceptive with immovable walls, making the navigation a challenging optimization task.

Latent space illumination. The latent space illumination (LSI) task (Fontaine et al., 2021) is
designed for applying QD algorithms to explore the latent space of a generative model. The initial
LSI in Fontaine et al. (2021) demonstrates using QD to generate gameplay levels. Fontaine &
Nikolaidis (2021) extends LSI to generate images of human faces that match specific text prompts.

In this work, we introduce a new LSI pipeline as a more general black-box optimization task for
text-to-image generation. We use Stable Diffusion (Rombach et al., 2022), a latent diffusion model
with state-of-the-art capability to generate detailed images conditioned on text descriptions. In this
task, the goal is to find high-quality and diverse images by optimizing the initial latent vectors,
where the diffusion model is treated as a black-box. The objective is to match a text prompt scored
by CLIP, but there is no pre-defined diversity metrics, which makes this task a more challenging and
open-ended optimization problem in a practical, real-world setting.

4.2 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND EVALUATION

In our experiments, we design two specific scenarios. One where the ground truth diversity metric
is available and one where a ground truth diversity metric is not available.

Tasks with ground truth diversity. The first scenario leverages a predefined ground truth diver-
sity metric to simulate human feedback, which is derived from the differences between solutions
as measured by this metric. The primary reason for using simulated feedback is to facilitate the
evaluation of QDHF and enable its comparison with other methods under consistent ground truth
diversity metrics. Otherwise, measuring the diversity of solutions consistently across different meth-
ods would be challenging. This approach is applied to the robotic arm and maze navigation task,
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where the ground truth diversity metrics correspond to the position (x and y values) of the arm
or robot in a 2D space. The “human judgment” is determined by the similarity of the positions,
calculated as the L2 distance from the ground truth measurements.

To validate the effectiveness of our method, we benchmark against AURORA (Grillotti & Cully,
2022; Cully, 2019), which is an unsupervised diversity discovery method designed for QD, and
standard QD using ground truth diversity metrics, which offers an oracle control representing the
best possible performance of QD. We use four variants of AURORA, encompassing two dimension-
reduction techniques: PCA and AE, and two training strategies: pre-trained (Pre) and incremental
(Inc). For evaluation, solutions of each method are additionally stored in a separate archive corre-
sponding to the ground truth diversity metrics, which is used exclusively for evaluation. We report
QD score (Pugh et al., 2015) (sum of objective values, Eq. 1) and coverage (ratio of filled cells to
total cells). The QD score is normalized by the archive size to a 0-100 scale for clarity.

The evaluation is conducted from two settings: 1) solutions contained within the final archive, and
2) solutions discovered by the algorithm throughout its entire search process. Specifically, the first
setting evaluates the alignment of learned diversity metrics with the ground truth metrics. The
second setting provides insights into the overall efficacy of the search process regardless of how the
diversity is measured and maintained. This distinction is essential given QD’s fundamental premise
of leveraging diversity to enhance optimization.

Tasks without ground truth diversity. In the second scenario, there is no ground truth diversity
metric and real human feedback data is used, which applies to the LSI task. To facilitate the scal-
ability of our method, instead of using human labelers in the loop, we alternatively utilize the real
human feedback data to train a preference model, and use the preference model to source feedback
for training and evaluation. Similar approaches have been widely used in recent RLHF applications
such as LLM training (Stiennon et al., 2020; Ouyang et al., 2022), where a preference model is
trained on human feedback data, and used to predict rewards for fine-tuning the LLM.

We use the DreamSim as the preference model on image similarity, which is trained on human judg-
ment data from the NIGHTS dataset, both from Fu et al. (2023). For comparisons, we implement
a best-of-n approach as the baseline, which generates in total 2,000 images (the same number as
those explored by QDHF) randomly from uniform U(0, 1), and select a solution set of 400 images
(the same number of the solution archive in QDHF) with the top CLIP scores. We also propose a
heuristic as a stronger baseline that also considers diversity, which works as follows: Starting from
the second step, we sample 100 latents randomly, and choose the one with a maximal l2 distance to
the previous sample. This approach increases the diversity of the latents.

We conducted LSI experiments using 6 common text prompts to show generality. We provide both
quantitative and qualitative results for a comprehensive evaluation. Quantitatively, we report the av-
erage CLIP score for assessing the objective, i.e., how well the generated images match the prompt.
We also use DreamSim to calculate the pairwise distance between images in the solution to measure
diversity. The mean pairwise distance indicates the average separation of images, and the standard
deviation indicates the variability in how the images are distributed. We also conduct a user experi-
ence study (n = 46) to assess their opinion on 1) which result is more preferred, and 2) which result
is more diverse, as qualitative indicators. We display samples of solutions for qualitative assessment.

4.3 RESULTS

We present our main results below, with more detailed results available in Appendix C.

Robotic arm. For the robotic arm task, detailed results are presented in Table 1. The statistics
are accumulated over 20 repeated trials. QDHF significantly surpasses AURORA in terms of both
QD score and coverage. The results highlight QDHF’s capability to enhance QD algorithms over
unsupervised diversity discovery methods. QDHF also outperforms QDHF-baseline, a variant that
separates the processes of diversity learning and QD optimization. Such results validate our hypoth-
esis that diversity representations need to be refined during the optimization process, as finding more
high-quality solutions changes the distribution of the solutions in the search space. Moreover, it is
worth highlighting that, in terms of all solutions, QDHF closely matches the performance of QD
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Table 1: Results for robotic arm. We report the QD score and coverage for both ”All Solutions”
(solutions found throughout training) and ”Archive Solutions” (solutions in the final archive). QDHF
significantly outperforms all other methods in both QD score and coverage, and closely approaches
the search capability of QD using ground truth diversity metrics when considering all solutions.

All Solutions Archive Solutions

Methods QD Score Coverage QD Score Coverage

AURORA-Pre (AE) 38.5± 12.7 56.2± 6.8 14.3± 6.3 20.3± 6.4
AURORA-Inc (AE) 53.0± 9.4 63.2± 6.2 17.6± 4.1 18.9± 4.1
AURORA-Pre (PCA) 38.4± 13.6 54.1± 9.0 14.2± 4.4 19.3± 5.5
AURORA-Inc (PCA) 45.9± 6.4 59.0± 3.7 18.3± 3.4 19.0± 3.5

QDHF-Baseline 54.5± 4.3 62.7± 2.7 31.8± 4.5 34.1± 4.2
QDHF 72.5± 0.9 77.3± 1.2 56.4± 0.9 59.9± 0.9

QD-GT 74.8± 0.2 79.5± 0.3 74.8± 0.2 79.5± 0.3

Table 2: Results for maze navigation. QDHF also shows superior performance compared to other
methods, and a resemblance of the search capability of QD with ground-truth diversity.

All Solutions Archive Solutions

Methods QD score Coverage QD score Coverage

AURORA-Pre (AE) 35.9± 0.6 38.1± 0.9 22.3± 0.6 23.0± 0.8
AURORA-Inc (AE) 40.0± 2.1 46.7± 4.9 19.4± 1.2 22.8± 2.0
AURORA-Pre (PCA) 35.5± 0.4 37.8± 0.4 22.9± 0.6 23.7± 0.7
AURORA-Inc (PCA) 39.0± 0.8 45.3± 3.5 18.0± 0.7 21.0± 1.1

QDHF-Baseline 35.6± 0.6 37.9± 1.1 23.7± 0.9 24.4± 1.1
QDHF 42.0± 1.7 51.3± 5.5 22.5± 1.3 27.2± 3.0

QD-GT 42.7± 2.7 52.7± 7.1 42.7± 2.7 52.6± 7.0

with a ground truth metric. This indicates that QDHF is a potent alternative for QD in situations
where manually designed metrics are not available for optimization.

Maze navigation. Results for the maze navigation task are shown in Table 2. The statistics are
accumulated over 10 repeated trials because maze navigation is more computationally expensive.
Similar to robotic arm, we observe that QDHF is the best for most metrics, surpassing AURORA
and closely matching the performance of standard QD. The results further support the validity of
QDHF as an alternative to standard QD with improved flexibility and comparable performance.

Latent space illumination. Results for the LSI task are shown in Table 3. The results are sum-
marized over 6 different text prompts, and we include more details in Appendix C.2. Baseline is
the best-of-n approach, and Baseline+ is the best-of-n with enhanced diversity in sampling (Sec.
4.2). Quantitatively, QDHF has a similar CLIP score to both baseline methods, but much higher
mean and standard deviation of pairwise distance, which shows that QDHF is able to generate more
diverse solutions while maintain the high-quality. We also observe that the Baseline+ heuristic does
not produce better diversity, which indicates that there exists strong inductive bias in the diffusion
model, and generating diverse images is a challenging latent optimization problem.

We also compare QDHF and Baseline qualitatively through a user experience study with 46 partic-
ipants, where QDHF also outperforms baseline with a considerable margin on both the user prefer-
ence ratio and user diversity perception ratio. Notably, we find that most users think QDHF generates
more diverse images, and a majority of them also prefers to have such diversity in the solution. An
example of the LSI results is depicted in Fig 1. We can observe that images generated by QDHF
have more variations, and show visible trends of diversity.
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Table 3: Results for LSI. We report the CLIP score and DreamSim pairwise distance (mean and std.)
as quantitative metrics. QDHF demonstrates comparable quality to Best-of-N measured by CLIP
score, and significantly better diversity measured by pariwise distance. In a blind user experience
study with 46 participants, QDHF outperformed Best-of-N by a considerable margin in terms of
user preference and perceived diversity, with participants unaware of the origin of each output.
(∗Qualitative indicators are ratios, and participants can select “hard to decide” in their responses.)

Quantitative Metrics Qualitative Indicators∗

Method CLIP Score Mean PD Std. PD User Preference Perceived Diversity

Best-of-N 68.85 0.420 0.106 26.4% 8.7%
Best-of-N+ 68.90 0.419 0.105 - -

QDHF 69.08 0.527 0.151 55.1% 75.7%

Figure 1: Qualitative result for LSI. The optimization target prompt is “an image of a bear in a
national park”. The left 4x4 grid displays images with the highest CLIP scores from randomly
generated images, i.e., the Best-of-N baseline. The right grid displays a uniformly-sampled subset
of QDHF solutions. Qualitatively, images generated by QDHF have more variations, and show
visible trends of diversity such as object sizes (large to small along x-axis) and landscape types
(rocky to verdant along y-axis, terrestrial to aquatic along x-axis). The selected example closely
aligns with the average user preference ratio observed in our user experience study, where QDHF
results are about twice as preferred as the baseline.

4.4 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

Scalability of QDHF. In the context of the scalability, determining the necessary sample size of
human feedback for desired performance is critical. To investigate this, we first perform an ablation
study with varying sample sizes of simulated human judgments on the robotic arm task, and the
results are shown in Fig. 2. The left plot demonstrates the relationship between QD score and sample
size. It is evident that there is a strong correlation between the QD score and sample size. Diving
deeper into this relationship, we evaluate how the latent projection captures diversity and mirrors
human judgment. We calculate the accuracy of using the latents to predict the human judgment on
a validation set. The right plot reveals a strong correlation between validation accuracy and the QD
score, which suggests that the performance of QDHF heavily relies on the efficacy of learning the
latent projection. In other words, by evaluating the judgment prediction accuracy during training,
we can estimate whether the current labels are enough for QDHF to perform well.
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Figure 2: Analysis of varying human feedback sample sizes on robotic arm. “Judgement prediction
val acc” is the accuracy of the latent projection in predicting human preferences based on a validation
set. There is a direct correlation between QD score and sample size, with QDHF’s performance
closely tied to the accuracy of latent projection in reflecting human judgment.

Secondly, we note that the judgment data for QDHF does not need to come entirely from humans.
In the LSI experiments, we use a preference model (DreamSim) to source human feedback during
training QDHF, and we show that an accurate preference model can be used for QDHF as an al-
ternative to human labelers. Combining these two observations, we conclude that QDHF has good
scalability towards more complex tasks because 1) we can anticipate its performance through online
validation, and 2) the samples used by QDHF can be sourced from a preference model trained on a
fixed amount of human labor.

Alignment between learned and ground truth diversity metrics. We evaluate the alignment of
diversity metrics derived by QDHF with the underlying ground truth diversity metrics. In Fig. 3,
the archives of QDHF and AURORA-Inc (PCA) are visualized for the maze navigation task. Both
AURORA and QDHF appear to effectively learn a diversity space reflective of the ground truth.
However, QDHF exhibits enhanced capability in discerning the relative distances between solutions,
especially in under-explored areas. This suggests that while AURORA and QDHF both exhibit
robust exploration capabilities within their learned diversity spaces, QDHF consistently identifies
more diverse solutions. This efficacy stems from QDHF’s ability to better align its learned diversity
space with the ground truth diversity, especially concerning the scales on each axis. A similar
analysis for the robotic arm task is included in Appendix C.1, where QDHF also shows its advantage
in modeling the scales of diversity representations for enhanced discovery of novel solutions.

5 RELATED WORK

Learning from human feedback. This work expands upon recent developments in methodolo-
gies for aligning models with human objectives, especially reinforcement learning from human feed-
back (RLHF) (Christiano et al., 2017; Ibarz et al., 2018). RLHF was initially proposed for training
RL agents in simulated environments such as Atari games. It has been later applied to fine-tune
or perform one-shot learning on language models for tasks such as text summarization (Ziegler
et al., 2019; Stiennon et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2021), dialogue (Jaques et al., 2019), and question-
answering (Nakano et al., 2021; Bai et al., 2022; Ouyang et al., 2022), as well as vision tasks such
as perceptual similarity measure (Fu et al., 2023). While past work focuses on learning a reward
or preference model from human intentions, we propose to learn diversity metrics through human
feedback and use them to drive the optimization process in QD algorithms.

Diversity-driven optimization. Instead of optimizing for one optimal solution, diversity-driven
optimization methods such as Novelty Search (Lehman & Stanley, 2011a) and Quality Diver-
sity (Lehman & Stanley, 2011b; Cully et al., 2015; Mouret & Clune, 2015; Pugh et al., 2016) aim to
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Figure 3: Visualization of the solution archives on different diversity spaces for maze navigation.
“GT” stands for ground truth. Each point on the heatmap is a solution with its objective value
visualized in color. QDHF fills up the archives with more solutions than AURORA. While both
AURORA and QDHF learned a rotated version of the maze as diversity (first column), QDHF is
able to more accurately learn the scale of the maze especially in the under-explored area.

identify a variety of (top-performing) solutions that exhibit novelty or diversity. Prior work expands
on QD by enhancing diversity maintenance (Fontaine et al., 2019; Smith et al., 2016; Vassiliades
et al., 2017), search process (Fontaine et al., 2020; Vassiliades & Mouret, 2018; Nordmoen et al.,
2018; Sfikas et al., 2021), and optimization mechanism (Kent & Branke, 2020; Conti et al., 2018;
Fontaine & Nikolaidis, 2021). This work focuses on situations where, unlike the general assump-
tion in these methods, there is no predefined diversity metrics. Recent work (Grillotti & Cully, 2022;
Cully, 2019) explores unsupervised methods for diversity discovery, but the resulting diversity often
fail to support optimization. Our work differs by leveraging human feedback to derive diversity that
are aligned with human interest, and thus often more beneficial for optimization.

6 CONCLUSION

This paper introduced Quality Diversity through Human Feedback (QDHF), which expands the
reach of QD algorithms through leveraging human feedback to effectively derive diversity metrics.
Empirical results show that QDHF outperforms current unsupervised diversity discovery methods
for QD, and compares well to standard QD that utilizes manually-crafted diversity metrics. In par-
ticular, applying QDHF in a latent space illumination task shows that QDHF substantially enhances
the diversity of images in the text-to-image generation task. We provide analysis of QDHF’s scal-
ability and the quality of diversity metrics it learns. Future work will focus on applying QDHF in
more challenging robotics, RL, and generative tasks in more complex, open-ended environments.
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Algorithm 1 Map-Elites Algorithm
1: Initialize a map of solutions, each cell representing a unique feature combination
2: while not converged do
3: Generate new solutions via mutation and crossover
4: for each solution do
5: Evaluate the solution for its performance and feature characteristics
6: Identify the corresponding cell in the map based on features
7: if solution is better than the current cell occupant then
8: Replace the cell’s solution with the new solution
9: end if

10: end for
11: end while
12: return the map of elite solutions

A PRELIMINARIES ON QUALITY DIVERSITY

Quality Diversity (QD) (Mouret & Clune, 2015; Cully et al., 2015; Pugh et al., 2016; Lehman &
Stanley, 2011b) is a concept in the field of optimization and artificial intelligence that emphasizes
not just finding the best possible solution to a problem (quality), but also discovering a variety
of good solutions that are diverse in their characteristics (diversity). This approach is particularly
valuable in complex problem-solving scenarios where there might be multiple good solutions, each
with its unique benefits.

A.1 QUALITY DIVERSITY

The QD process aims to find the best representative samples, not only seeking the absolute best but
also ensuring that the selections are varied and uniquely excellent in their own ways. Intuitively,
imagine assembling a soccer team with QD: it meticulously recruits top-tier players across various
positions to build a well-rounded team, rather than simply gathering the most renowned players
regardless of their specialized roles. Key aspects of Quality Diversity include:

• Quality: This refers to how well a solution meets the desired criteria or objectives. In QD,
the aim is to identify solutions that are highly effective or optimal with respect to the goals
of the task.

• Diversity: Unlike traditional optimization that focuses on the single best solution, QD seeks
a range of good solutions that are different from each other. This diversity can be in terms
of features, approaches, or strategies the solutions employ.

• Exploration and Exploitation: QD balances exploration (searching for new, diverse solu-
tions) and exploitation (refining known good solutions). This balance helps in thoroughly
understanding the solution space and uncovering unique solutions that might be overlooked
by conventional methods.

A.2 MAP-ELITES

Map-Elites (Mouret & Clune, 2015) stands out in evolutionary computation for its unique approach
to exploring solution spaces. Unlike traditional algorithms that target a single optimal solution, Map-
Elites focuses on revealing a broad spectrum of high-performing solutions, categorized by distinct
features. A high-level view of Map-Elites, outlining its core steps, is shown in Algorithm 1.

The algorithm uses a grid or map where each cell corresponds to a unique combination of feature de-
scriptors. New solutions are generated through mutation, and are evaluated for their performance and
feature characteristics. The map is updated continually, with each cell holding the best-performing
solution for its feature combination, ensuring a rich diversity of high-quality solutions.

Map-Elites is particularly advantageous in domains requiring adaptability and robustness, such as
robotics, or in areas where creativity and a wide range of solutions are beneficial, like design and art.
It provides insights into the solution space, highlighting the relationship between different solution
features and their trade-offs.
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Figure 4: Visualization of the solution archives on different diversity spaces for the robotic arm
task. “GT” stands for ground truth. Each point on the heatmap is a solution with its objective
value visualized in color. QDHF fills up the archives with more solutions than AURORA, and more
accurately learns the scale of the ground truth diversity metrics.

B ADDITIONAL IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

In this section, we detail our implementation and hyperparameters used in the experiments.

Robotic arm. The robotic arm repertoire task is configured to have 10 degrees of freedom, i.e.,
the solution is a vector of 10 values, each specifying a joint angle. For QDHF and AURORA, we
extract the features from the raw solution by running the accumulated sum on the solution vector
and applying sin and cos transformations, resulting in a 20-dim feature vector. The latent projection
in QDHF transforms the feature into a 2-dim embedding. For AURORA, the auto-encoder has an
architecture of 64-32-2-32-64 neurons in each layer, where the mid-layer is the embedding used for
QD. For QDHF, we use 1,000 judgments of simulated human feedback. The ground truth diversity
is given by the end-point of the arm. For all experiments, we run Map-Elites for 1000 iterations, and
for each iteration, we generate a batch of 100 solutions with Gaussian mutation (adding Gaussian
noises sampled from N (0, 0.12)), and evaluate them. The archive has a shape of (50, 50), i.e., each
of the 2 dimensions is discretized into 50 equal-sized bins.

Maze navigation. For the maze navigation task, the solution is the network parameters of the
default MLP policy network with a hidden-layer size of 8. The episode length of the environment is
250. We evaluate the policy and obtain the state descriptors. The objective is the accumulated reward
at each state. For diversity measures, the ground truth diversity is the end-position of the agent, i.e.,
the position at the last state. For QDHF and AURORA, we extract features from the state descriptor
as the x and y positions of the agent at each state. The latent projection in QDHF transforms the
feature into a 2-dim embedding. For AURORA, the auto-encoder has the same architecture of 64-
32-2-32-64 nodes in each layer, where the mid-layer is the embedding used for QD. For QDHF,
we use 200 judgments of simulated human feedback. For all experiments, we run Map-Elites for
1000 iterations, and for each iteration, we generate a batch of 200 solutions with Gaussian mutation
(adding Gaussian noises sampled from N (0, 0.22)), and evaluate them. The archive has a shape of
(50, 50).

Latent space illumination. In the LSI task, we run QDHF for 200 iterations with a batch size of 5
solutions per iteration. The solutions are generated with Gaussian mutation (adding Gaussian noises
sampled from N (0, 0.12)). The archive has a shape of (20, 20). The solution is the latent vector
used as the input to Stable Diffusion, which has a shape of (4, 64, 64). We use Stable Diffusion
v2.1-base, which generates images at a resolution of 512x512. The feature extractor is a CLIP model
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Table 4: List of objective prompts for the LSI task.

prompt #1 a photo of an astronaut riding a horse on mars
prompt #2 an image of a bear in a national park
prompt #3 an image of a cat on the sofa
prompt #4 an image of a person playing guitar
prompt #5 an image of a dog in the park
prompt #6 an image of urban downtown

Table 5: Detailed quantitative results for the LSI task.

Best-of-N Best-of-N+ QDHF

# CLIP MeanPD Std.PD CLIP MeanPD Std.PD CLIP MeanPD Std.PD

1 72.15 0.422 0.083 72.19 0.421 0.082 71.85 0.565 0.152
2 69.79 0.293 0.109 69.78 0.293 0.107 69.94 0.434 0.144
3 69.19 0.418 0.094 69.16 0.423 0.093 69.47 0.541 0.155
4 68.35 0.437 0.120 68.33 0.431 0.119 67.95 0.571 0.147
5 68.90 0.564 0.117 68.97 0.569 0.119 69.43 0.603 0.167
6 64.74 0.388 0.113 65.01 0.382 0.113 65.83 0.448 0.140

with ViT-B/16 backbone, which returns a 512-dim feature vector. QDHF learns a latent projection
from 512-d to 2-d. To gather online human feedback, we use DreamSim with the DINO-ViT-B/16
backbone. The DreamSim model is trained on the NIGHTS dataset, which consists of 20k synthetic
image triplets annotated with human judgments as labels. For QDHF, we use 10000 judgments of
predicted human feedback. The objective is the CLIP score of the image and the text prompt. The
text prompt is also input to the Stable Diffusion model to condition the generation towards more
relevant content.

C ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

C.1 ROBOTIC ARM

Alignment between learned and ground truth diversity metrics. We evaluate the alignment of
diversity metrics derived by QDHF with the underlying ground truth diversity metrics. In Fig. 4, the
archives of QDHF and AURORA-Inc (PCA) are visualized. Both AURORA and QDHF appear to
effectively learn a diversity space reflective of the ground truth. However, QDHF exhibits enhanced
capability in discerning the relative distances between solutions. This efficacy stems from QDHF’s
ability to better align its learned diversity space with the ground truth diversity, especially concerning
the scales on each axis.

C.2 LATENT SPACE ILLUMINATION

We include more detailed results on the LSI task with different prompts. Table 4 lists the prompts
that we used as objectives for the LSI task.

Quantitative evaluation. Table 5 includes detailed quantitative results for each prompt. We can
see that QDHF consistently demonstrates better diversity than the baselines measured by pairwise
distance using DreamSim, and shows comparable generation quality as measured by CLIP score,
which is the objective for optimization.

User experience study. Table 6 includes detailed user experience study results for each prompt,
which summarizes data from a survey of 46 participants with varying experience with text-to-image
software. We ask the user’s experience with text-to-image generation tools in the beginning of the
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Figure 5: Summary of user’s levels of experience with text-to-image geneartion tools.

Table 6: Detailed user experience study results for the LSI task. The survey data is collected on 46
participants through an online form.

User Preference User Perceived Diversity

Best-of-N QDHF Hard to Decide Best-of-N QDHF Hard to Decide

1 22 19 5 2 43 1
2 12 24 10 2 36 8
3 8 30 8 3 38 5
4 14 29 3 8 36 2
5 7 30 9 5 25 16
6 10 20 16 4 31 11

survey. The summary is visualized in Fig. 5. We conduct a “blind” study, where participants are
unaware of the origin of each output when making the decision. A sample question used in the user
feedback survey is shown in Fig. 6.

We also show examples of generated images in Fig. 7 to Fig 12. For all the figures, the top 4x4 grid
displays images with the highest CLIP scores from randomly generated images. The bottom grid
displays a uniformly-sampled subset of QDHF solutions. Qualitatively, images generated by QDHF
have more variations, and show visible trends of diversity.

Notably, while QDHF significantly outperforms the baseline on most cases, we find that prompt #5
and #6 are two sub-performing cases for QDHF. For both prompts, the diversity of QDHF results is
not apparent. The most likely reason is that the preference model (DreamSim) does not generalize
well to cases such as different breeds of dogs, scenes of a park, and appearances of cityscapes.
We aim to solve the above issues in future work where human feedback needs to be collected in a
more diverse and strategic way to facilitate better generalization of the preference model, and thus
improves the performance of QDHF.

Another interesting finding is that for prompt #1, while most users find QDHF results are more
diverse, more than half of the users actually prefers the less diverse baseline results. According to
the feedback from users, people may prefer less diverse but more content-focused results in some
specific cases. The relationship between diversity and user preference under different use cases in
generative AI application remains an open question, and we look forward to exploring this topic in
future work.
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Figure 6: An example of questions in the user feedback survey.
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Figure 7: Qualitative results for prompt #1: “a photo of an astronaut riding a horse on mars”. The
top 4x4 grid shows the baseline results and the bottom grid shows QDHF results.
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Figure 8: Qualitative results for prompt #2: “an image of a bear in a national park”. The top 4x4
grid shows the baseline results and the bottom grid shows QDHF results.
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Figure 9: Qualitative results for prompt #3: “an image of a cat on the sofa”. The top 4x4 grid shows
the baseline results and the bottom grid shows QDHF results.
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Figure 10: Qualitative results for prompt #4: “an image of a person playing guitar”. The top 4x4
grid shows the baseline results and the bottom grid shows QDHF results.
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Figure 11: Qualitative results for prompt #5: “an image of a dog in the park”. The top 4x4 grid
shows the baseline results and the bottom grid shows QDHF results.
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Figure 12: Qualitative results for prompt #6: “an image of urban downtown”. The top 4x4 grid
shows the baseline results and the bottom grid shows QDHF results.
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